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2L-03-23 Seen petition NO. 524123 filed by Nur Islam

seeking pre arrest bail in connection with Dhekiajuli PS

Case No. B24|20LB uls 376 IPC, corresponding to PR

case No. 56123.

I have heard the learned lawyers appearing for

both sides. Also gone through the contents of the case

diary.

The contents of the prosecution case, in brief, is

that on 29-t0-20L8 one Md. Hussain Ali lodged an FIR in

Singri Police Out Post under Dhekiajuli police stations

stating inter-alia that on 20-10-2018 at about i1 PM

accused forcefully committed rape of his daughter on the

back side field of his house, hearing the cry of his

daughter, when he and nearby people went out and

caught the accused red handed. Though villagers

proposed to settle the matter by deliberation but when

no positive outcome was seen/ the present case has filed

seeking justice.

Learned counsel for the State opposed the bail

prayer citing the nature and gravity of the offence.

However, counsel for accused contends that the entire



case is based on falsehood. Accused was wrongly

implicated in the case without any substance.

Having heard the rival contentions of the learned

lawyers of both sides and on careful examination of the

contents of the case diary including the statement of the

victim recorded by Magistrate u/s L64 Cr.P.C., it

transplres that there is clear allegation of commission of

alleged rape by accused which fact has been candidly

narrated by the victim u/s 164 Cr.P.C.

The affidavit filed by informant, father of the

victim that they had settled the matter amicably bears

little significance in the face of serious nature of the

crime. When the facts gathered during investigation

suggests commission of the crlme against the accused

the alleged compromise, particularly given the nature of

the offence at hand, the submission made by accused is

not acceptable in the particular fact of the case.

In the circumstances, this court do not find any

lreason to grant pre-arrest bail to the accused,

In the result, the bail application stands rejected.

Let the case record along with the case diary be

returned.

(C.8. Gogoi)
Sessions Judge,

Sonitpur, Tezpur


